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NOT ALL PENS ARE THE SAME

CPen

OrCam Read

ScanMarker Air

At Missouri Assistive Technology, we often get calls asking for AT to support the struggles of
those students with reading challenges.
How can you help a student with dyslexia?
What tools are available for students who struggle to type what they see on paper?
Is there anything to help an older student who can process auditory information but struggles
to read it?
There are solutions for all of these students!
The CPen:
The image above leads to a video of the use of the CPen in the classroom. This device is
used to help students to read in English, Spanish or French. The ReaderPen is a portable
device that reads text aloud with an English, Spanish, or French human-like digital voice. This
device requires the user to scan one line of text at a time. It is then read back to the student.
The Orcam Read:
For those students that may not need to follow the text line by line, the Orcam Read can
convert text to speech in a much faster way. The user can point the device at a paragraph or a
page and have it immediately read back to them. Watch an introduction to this device by
clicking on the image above.
The ScanMarker Air:
Also pictured above is the ScanMarker Air. This device is similar to the CPen but offers
additional functions for the more advanced users. Click on the image to watch the video on
this AT tool that helps the user to take notes and collect information. For those students for
whom English is a second language, the ScanMarker Air provides immediate translation of
text

__________________________________________________________
LightkeyPad
This AI-Powered word prediction software learns your typing patterns and gradually predicts up to 12
words including punctuation marks. Try it now for free.
Free Predictive Text Editor
Boost your typing productivity using this free predictive text editor software for Windows.
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HAVE YOU LOOKED AT THESE OTHER OPTIONS FOR STUDENTS
WITH CHALLENGES IN MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATION,
READING, AND WRITING?

Challenges with
mathematics and
analytical processing:
ModMath

Challenges with
Reading:
Helper Bird

Challenges with
Writing:
Docsplus

Dyscalculator

Ruler with
Highlighting Bar

Mindview

So much information. So little time.
Do you know that
"Know AT with the Help of MoAT" Newsletters are archived on our website? View
previous newsletters by visiting us at www.at.mo.gov

